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Use summary

- Total visits to Digital Library site per month – 98,000
  for the year – 1,176,000
- Total requires of pages per month – 1,874,500
  for the year – 22,494,000
  (in 2005)

85-90% of them access from outside
Digital Library Homepage

Image data of rare materials

http://ddb.libnet.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/minds.html
History

1994  Electronic exhibition by an experimental digital library system (Ariadne) on the exhibition “Yoshida Shoin & his associates”

1995  Establishment of the Library’s web site / Exhibit the digital images of “Kunijo kabuki ekotoba” on the site

1996  Exhibit the digital images of National Treasure “Konjaku monogatari-shu” on its exhibition

1997  National Budget allocation for our DL Program by Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture (currently Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) was started.

1998  Public service was started.
Image data of rare materials

- National treasure *Konjaku monogatari-shu*
- Important cultural properties 38 materials
- Rare materials 1,500 materials
- Special collections
- The Meiji Restoration materials database
- Japanese fairly tails

- Books of Japanese old math
- Picture books of natural history
- Collection of French architecture / Topographical description materials
- Materials of Islam
- Documents collection of China
- Ancient world maps

about 3,400 materials / 440,000 images

Image data of rare materials about 3,400 materials / 440,000 images
＜Our most popular images＞
The Meiji Restoration materials database
維新資料画像データベース
National Treasure: *Konjaku monogatari-shu*

transliteration from handwriting to text data

a literature collection of legendary at 12C.
Kunijo kabuki ekotoba
國女歌舞妓繪詞

a tale about birth of
KABUKI play

translated to English
Tsukumo gami
付喪神

Discarded commodities and furniture got the revenge on human
Fauna Japonica
日本動物誌

a full-color picture book about Japanese creatures published in Europe at 19C

chopped XL images for displaying thin lines
Electronic texts

- The centennial history of Kyoto university
- The 60 years history of Kyoto university library
- The evaluation report of Kyoto university libraries
- Kyoto university bulletin
- Fiction by Higuchi Ichiyo
Repository Homepage

http://repository.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dspace/
Please provide our repository with your scholarly results!
Thank you!